The present paper deals with a continuous-time sequential allocation problem in the following context.
Introduct·ion
In [4, 5, 6] continuous-time sequential allocation problems are conside,red where the probability distribution of elapsed time between two successive decision points in time is independent of the decision just made. In [3] it is dependent on the decision just made, but an infinite number of units are available.
The present paper discusses a conti.nuous-time sequential allocation problem where the probability distribution of elapsed time between two successive decision points in time is dependent on the decision just made in the following context. An m-unit parallel system must be operated under the conditions that the planning horizon is given and CL finite number of units are available for replacement. Note that the system may be left in a failed state because of the limitation of units on hand. Therefore an idle time occurs and the opportunity cost is incurred during the idle time. Crookes [1] considers a re- 353 placement strategy that ~Then a system (one-unit system) breaks down a replacement is made or not according as the remaining time to a planned replaeement is larger or less than the given number. Modifying it to our m-unit parallel system, we restrict admissible policies in the following way. When th,:! system breaks down, all or some failed units are replaced with new or the failed system is left as it is until the end of planning horizon. It should be noted that a decision is made only just after system-down, therefore the system is idle until the end of plcmning horizon if 'leave' decision is employed. Our problem is to find a sequential unit allocation procedure that minimizes the total expected cost under the conditions that the planning horizon is given and a finite number of units are available for replacement.
In Section 2, we formulate this problem by dynamic programming. In Section 3, some properties ef optimal policies for m=2 are derived. In Section 4, we discuss a simple example.
Model and Formulation
Consider an ~unit parallel system in which each unit stochastical1y deteriorates with age. It should be noted that the system-down occurs if and only if all of the m units fails. It is assumed that when the system breaks down, i failed units (1~i~m) are replaced with new or the failed system is left as it is until the end of planning horizon. Note that a decision can be made only just after system-down. As a result the system is idle until the end of planning horizon if 'leave' decision is selected. The opportun:lty cost is incurred during the idle time. Our problem is to find a sequential unit allocation procedure that minimizes the total expected cost under the eonditions that the planning horizon is X and N units are available for replacement at the beginning of planning period.
Concentrating on our model, we define the following notations: 
unit parallel system is given by j(P(t))J-lf(t). Equation (2.2) follows since there is no unit on hand and the system must be left until the end of planning horizon.
Unfortuna.tely it is difficult to solve this recursive relation explicitly. But some properties are derived for m=2 (2-unit system) as we show in the subsequent sections.
Properties of Optimal Policy for m=2
It should be noted that the optimal policy can be derived from equati.ons (2.1) and (2.2). Unfortunately, we can not solve them explicitly. So we investigate some properties of the optimal policy.
First we determine the region wherE it is optimal to leave the system. 
As was shown in DeGroot [2] , the transform Tp(x) is a nonnegative convex and strictly decreasing function of x. Thus the form of V 1 (x) is expressed in Theorem 1.
Suppose that Vk(xJ=C:c for x~n{x/Jx/} and k=n-1J n.
Note that
For x~min{xl*Jx2*}' the second and the third term in braces is expressed respectively as follows:
and
(equality holds i f and only i f x=x/) , 
Remark. Similar result for m>2 is easily verified.
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Q.E.D.
From Theorem 1, when there is only on,: unit on hand, then it is optimal to leave the system if the remaining time is less than or equal to xl" and replace just one unit if the remaining tim,: is more than xl". When there are more than or equal to two units on hand, then it is optimal to leave the sys- 
Tp(xJ+P(x)Tp(xJ-/-I: Tp(tJf(tJdt and E(max{T l ,T 2 })=E(T)+I; Tit)f(tJdt, 2K-CE(ma:x:{T l' T 2 }J+CT p (x/ J=K-CE(TJ+CT p(x/ )+K-C I; T p(tJ f(t)dt
2 Thus x l "<x 2 ".
To show it is not optimal to replace two units for x>x 1 ", we compare the expected cost incurred when two units are replaced and then the optimal policy is followed with the expected cost incurred when two units are replaced one by one and then the optimal policy is followed. The former is equal to 2K+ Q.E.D.
Theorem 2 specifies the structure 0\ optimal policy for L=O. The same method gives a sufficient condition that it is optimal to replace one unit for L>O.
Theorem 3. If x>x~l* and K/(L+KJ~(xJ, then it is optimal to replace one unit when there is still a time x to go and there are more than or equal to two units on hand.
Remark. For m>2, the following is verified:
, then it is optimal to re-1 place one unit when there is still a time x to go and there are n units on
hand, where denotes the "Z--fold convolution of F.
The following Theorems 4 and 5 are concerned with sufficient conditions that the identical alternative is optimal even if the remaining time increases a little.
for n=3, 
Since fX V 2(x-t)2F(t)f(tJdt=r C(x-tJ2NtJf(tJdt from the assumption,
(y)+C{xF(x)-yF(y)-y tf(t)dt-x((F(x)) -(F(y)) )
+ f~ t2F(t) f(t)dt }~d(y)-d(y) ~O. Q.E.D. Theorem 5. If n~2, Vn(Y)=L+2K+f~ V n ..
. 2 (y-t)2F(t)f(t)dt, and x(F(x))2 -y (F(y)) 2 _ fX t2F(t) f(t)dt-x(F(x)-F(y))+ fX tf(t)dt<d(y) IC, y y then V (X)=L+2K+r O V 2 (x-t)2F(t)f(tlclt.
n nProof: Using the relation, 
(x-t) 2F( t) f(t)dt~~ (V n-2 (y-t)+C (x-y)) 2F(t) f(t) dt +fX C(x-t)2F(t)f(t)dt
the proof is complete.
Q.E.D. 
and {n (L+KJ +C(x-n8(TJ }}-{((n-V /2+1 JL+nK+C(x-((n-V /2JE(rna.;r:{T l' T 2} J -E(T))}=((n-l)/2){L-cf;(1-p(t)J2dt}
for odd n.
Example f0r Exponential Life Time
In the previous section we discussed some properties of optimal policy.
Here we obtain the optimal policy explicitly for f(tJ="Ae -At and 1'1.=2. 
h(xr=C{j~ U-F(t) )F(t)dt-J~-Xl * (l-P{x-t))F(t)dt-K/C} > and Um h(x)=C{L/C-J;U-F(t));ldt}.
x--It should be noted that the regions in which it is optimal to leave the system 
where
Note that we assume L+K<C/A and L+2K<3C/(2A).
A tedious calculation shows 
11+2A(L+2K)/C)-1}.
Thus, when there are two units on hand, the optimal policy is as follows:
In Region 1 (sl:!e Fig. 1 From the structure of optimal policy for n=2 derived above, one may expect that the longer is the remaining time, the less units are replacE,d for n~2.
But this conjecture is not true.
Lemma 1. The nonnegative sequence {V (x)} is monotone decreasing in n n for any x.
Suppose \_l(x)~Vk(x) for k=n-1 and n.
Vn+l (x)=min{Cx, L+K+ f~ Vn (x-t) f(t)dt, L+2K+ f~ Vn_/x-t) 2F(t) f(t)dt}
By Lemma 1, we can define V(x)=lim V (x), which satisfies the following n~ n functional equation: where x 12 
a4=2A(3C/(2AJ-(L+2KJJx2*/3-(3C/(2AJ-(L+2J{J)/9+Ce-2AX2*/(6A).
Thus, when there are infinite number of units on hand, the optimal policy is as follows:
In Region A (see Fig. 2 
Conclusion
The present paper considers a sequential unit allocation problem for parallel sysrem. Some properties of optimal unit allocation procedure which minimizes the total expected cost are developed. It is optimal to leave the system for a 'short' remaining time until the end of planning horizon. Some sufficient conditions that specify the optimal polic.y are obtained when the reo. 
V1(xJo=min{Cx, L+K+J~ VO(x-t)f(t)dt}, Vn(x).=min{Cx, L+K+J~ Vn_/x-t)f(t)dt, L+2K+J~ V n _ 2 (x-t)2P(t)f(t)dO

{O, L+K-CE(T)+V n _ 1 , L+2K-CE(T)-CJ; T p (t)f(t)dt+v n _ 2 } for n=2,3, .•• ,N.
Proof: Since VO(x)-Cx=Cx-Cx=O, then VO=O.
V1(x)-Cx=min{O, L+K-CE(T)+CTp(x)}.
So vl'~n{O, L+K-CE(T)}.
Suppose k~ (Vk(x)-Cx)=V k exists for k:;,n ,'n~).
Vn+lx)-Cx=min{O, L+K+ J~(Vn (x-t)-C(x-t)) f(t)dt-C J; min{x, t }f(t)dt,
L+2K+ J~ (V n _ 1
(~~-t) -C(x-t)) 2P(t) f(t)dt -cJ; min{x,t}2P(t)f(t)dt}.
Since min{x,t}~P and r; tf(t) 
